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The writings about agriculture are  a few old, even of Roman Empire time 
and many new ones. In the carpato-danubiano-pontic area the peasant 
respected and respects the land and its work, doing part from a lasting 
people with love of the place where rise him the cattle, where he 
cultivates the land and where it grows him the vineyard. The beautiful 
call is “Love the peasant and try to help him!” 
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The dacians formed a lasting people, which loves the land. The 

nature was of his part. He knew to be happy of the land, and orchard fruits, 
and also of the songs of the nightingales, of the coolness of the forests, of 
the freshness of the quick mountain waters and of the caves like shelters. 
The step of the Roman soldiers was rhythmic. The Romans worshiped the 
wealth of the land too, beautiful presented of Old Cato (born in 234 before 
our age) which wrote a work of agriculture in which he treated the cabbage 
of which he considered the best and useful vegetable. Varro (born in 116 
before our age) in About the Grower Life, where he brought an eulogy of 
the Italy, compared with a orchard, treated the cereals crop problems and of 
the trees crop, of the zootechny, of the bees, of the animals of yard rise, of 
the hunting and of the fishing. Varro celebrated the fertility of the half-isle. 
In the the Bucolces (poems with bulls) and in the Georgices of Publius 
Vergiliu Maro (born at 15 October 70 before our age at Andes from father 
peasant with simple situation at the beginning and which later, through the 
marriage he succeeded to improve his material situation and to possess a 
little lot), in which we are happy both of the descriptions of the cereal crops, 
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of the vineyard crop, of the trees crop, of the olive tree crop and of the bees 
rise. Collumella (born in the 1st year our age) wrote About the Vineyards 
and Trees Crop, where in the 2nd book he refered to the grower fields and to 
its cultivation, in the 3rd , 4th, 5th he ocupied himself of vineyard, olive trees 
and fruit trees. The 6th and the 7th books regard the domestic animals. The 
8th book talks about fowls and the fishing. The 9th book approach the yards 
cultivation. The 10th book presents the history of the land and mythology. 
The 11th, 12th and 13th book imply the works from the rustic farms and the 
grower calendar. In Gastronomia, Frontius (35 our age – 104 our age) 
presented in 10 books 500 of recipes centred on spicy sauces and the honey 
use. Palladius Rutilius Taurus Aemilianus made in 15 books a Work of 
agriculture on the steps of Columella. The first 12 books are tantamount to a 
sort of grower calendar, because each book is dedicated of a month of the 
year. 
 The migrated people left the lands where they born and they 
searched a better land as it offers the nature where they born. The wars, after 
how it is  known, they carried themselves for food. Our forbears defended 
with grimness the old land because they knew that this is the place where 
rise the animals, where cultivate the fruits of the land, where grows the 
vineyard. Steven the Great refused to pay tribute to Ottomans and this fact 
he imposed through wars in which he pass the Ottomans through sword. 
Michael the Brave tied the peasants of the land. The boyards didn’t pay 
tribute to the Ottomans. So, the boyards became more rich and the poor men 
more poor. Michael agreed to be given back quick the colonies and the serfs 
which will run on hide from a estate on other. 
 In serfdom the people have to work with the animals 2 days and with 
hands 3 days over week at reign. Horea was  over week at reign. Horea was 
serf. The serfdom fell when was destroy by Iancu. Iancu for Romanians is 
like Moses for jews. He pulls out from serfdom. 
 The land reform from 1848 pulls out the serfdom in the Habsburg 
Empire, so inclusively in Transilvania and it forseed the appropriation of 
land of the former serfs with land surfaces on which these worked. 

Through the land reform from the year 1864 of the ruler Alexandru 
Ioan Cuza it removes the statute labour and any form of constrained tie 
between peasant and owner and it passes about 2/3 from the cultivable land 
in the peasants own.  
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The Romanians ruled by Carol I realized the independence of state 
and it stipulates the sale to the peasants of some lots of 6-50 acre in compact 
bodies from the estates. The Romanians ruled by Ferdinand achieved the 
Great Union. The peasant problem put violent in 1907 was suppressed, 
because was right that the state to defend the propriety and the integrity of 
the people, and solved after the Great Union when the great lands was 
reduced and the peasants which fought for the union were appropriated with 
land.  
 In Basarabia  between 1812-1918 the peasants were hited of the czar 
policy of forign colonisation and of the massiv purchasing of land made by 
Russian aristocrats. 
 Bucovina between 1777 and 1918 was under Austrian dominion. 
 At the communists’s appropriation of land, these from last 
considered that “we gave you land, we ask you to come with it at the 
community”, although the ploughmen said “we want to remain owners over 
lands on which we work”. It followed the collectivization of the romanian 
agriculture through the elimination of the land private properity (1949-1959). 
It followed the peasants’s protests, the resistance from Făgăraş, Muscel, 
Argeş, Bucovina,  Banatului Mountaines, the liquidations, the transfer in 
Bărăgan (in the 18th June 1951 over 50.000 families from the Bnat and 
Mehedinţi villages were embarked in ware wagons, with a few things and 
left under the free sky of the Bărăgan), the change of the grandsons (’80 
years), the systematization of the villages. 
 After the communism fall the new power wanted a perestroicization, 
to give more land to the peasants in use but without bringing itself touches 
to the “values conquered in 45 years of socialist agriculture”. 
 After the communist fall it reconstitutes the right of property over 
land. For the owners or the heirs which had fewer than 10 ha, the right of 
property it restores integral, and for those who had between 10 and 50 ha, 
the maximum area given of the low 18/1991 is, the same, of only 10 ha, 
meanwile in Bulgaria it limeted the area at 30 ha, in Latvia at 50 ha over 
family, in Hungary at 300 ha/family, in Cech and Slowakia at 150ha/family. 
 In february 1991 it votes the low 18 of the land fund. In the 
Glimboca village, from where there are my granparents the giving back the 
land was made with music. The peasants received back the land in chords of 
melancholy Romanian folk songs, of two and horas through the care of my 
uncle, the major Simion Iancu, grandson of major. 
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 The low 1/2000 extendes the sphere of the reconstitute of the grower 
area and of the forest at 50 ha of grower ground and of 10 ha of forest. 

At country there are beautiful landscapes and social quiet. 
An important work is the book of the professor Mihai Lazăr which 

surprise the period 1925-1935, period which represents a progress given the 
past but of inferiority given the other countries. In the 19th century 14 
millions of people lived in the rural area, that is 82 %, meanwhile today 10 
millions, that is 45 %. In the 19th century 16 millions people lived from 
agriculture. After 1918 great land owners solve the peasant problem through 
the reducing the properities. 

In 1959 appears the work The Crop of Sun Flower at the Academy 
of the Popular Republic of Romania. 

In 1971 – The producing and the Custody of the fodder, by 
Bărbulescu C, - Irrigated crops, by Vlad Ionescu – Siseşti. 

In 1976 – The Rise of the Sheeps, by Pop A., Taftă V., Lăbuşcă I., 
Mochnacs M. 

In 1977 – Special Treecrop, by Mihăescu G; 
 In 1978 – The Atlas of the counties from the Socialist Republic of 
Romania, by Cucu Vasile; 

In 1980 – The Protection of the plants, by Lazăr Al., Hatman M., 
Bobeş I., Perju T., Săpunariu T., Goian M.; 
 In 1982 – The Technology of the Horse Rise and Equitation, by 
Georgescu Gh., Ujică V., Lungulescu Gh., Marcu N; 
 In 1986 – Course of Physics and agrometheorology, by Văleanu G; 
 In 1989 – Fitopathology, by Hatman M, - Special fitopathology, by 
Popescu Gh; 

In 1991 – Agriculture Economy by Anderca C., I.; - The Technology 
of the fishing production, by L. Rebreanu, T. Stan, I. Bud; 

In 1993 – Course of the bee Production Technology, by Bura M; - 
The Agrofood Production Management, by Csosz I; - Course of Agricol 
Entomology, by Pălăgeşu I; 

In 1994 The Botany and the Systematize of the Plants and the 
Geobotany, by Coste Ioan, - The Agriculture of Romania at the Balance 
from the II and III milenium, by P.I. Otiman; 

In 1995 – Course of cuniculiculture, by Bura M; 
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In 1996 – Agrar Structures in World, by de Bold I., Avram C., - The 
Technology of the Land Plants, by Borcean I, Tabără V, David Gh., - 
Mountain Agritourism, by Czosz I; 

In 1997 it appears the work Management in Agriculture, by Alecu I., 
Merce E., Pană D., Sâmbotin L., Ciurea I., Bold I., Dobrescu N., - Rural 
Development in Romania, by P. I. Otiman; 

In 1998 – General Flowersculture by Maria Băla, - Text book of 
Vegetable Grower, by Berar V., - Botany and the Morfology and Plants 
Anatomy, by Coste Ioan, 

In 1999 – Agricol Exploitation, by Mateoc-Sârb Nicoleta, - 
Zootechny and Animal Feeding, by Nistor Gh., - Rural Economy, by P.I. 
Otiman, - The Getting and the Procession of the Pork, by Petroman C., 
Petroman I., Matiuţi M., - The Technology of the Cattle Rise, by G. Stanciu; 

In 2000 – Course of the Technology of the Fowls Rise, by Ana 
Driha, - Restructure of the Agriculture and the Rural Development of the 
Romania Regarding the Adheration at the European Union, by P.I. Otiman, 
- Vegetal Physiology, by Şumălan R.; 

In 2002 – Course of the Biology and Microbiology of the Soil, by 
Ghinea Lucian, - The Rural and Regional Development in Romania, by 
Mateoc – Sârb Nicoleta, - The Agriculture of the Romania at the Balance 
between  the 20th century a century of the Despair and the 21th cenury a 
century of the Hope, by P. I. Otiman, - The Rise of the rabbits, by L. Şt. 
Rebreanu, - The Profilaxy and the Integral Terapy of the Pathogene and of 
the Pest of the Plants, by Simeria Gh.; 

In 2003 – Political Economy, by Fruja I., Milin Ioana Anda, - Agrar 
Economy, by Mateoc-Sârb Nicoleta, - Treatise of Vegetables, by Nistor 
S., …, - Agricol and Horticol Machines, by Tonea C, Lăzureanu D.;  

In 2004 – Agrar Marketing, by Peţ Elena, - Species of Wood and 
Ornamental from Romania, by Vişoiu D., 

And every year – The Annual Statistic of Romania.  
Many writers recalled the world in poems and romans like Goga, 

Coşbuc, Blaga, Păunescu, etc. 
The best call is “Love the peasant and try to help him”. 
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